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Muon collider and RF system challenges

The main challenges of a muon collider design are those arising from the short muon lifetime,
which is 2.2 μs at rest, and the difficulty of producing large numbers of muons in bunches with small
emittance. 

The purpose of the cooling cell is to provide a reduction of the normalized transverse emittance by 
almost three orders of magnitude (from 1 × 10−2 to 5 × 10−5 m-rad), and a reduction
of the longitudinal emittance by one order of magnitude of the Muon Beam generated by the collision 
of a proton beam with a production target, resulting in a shower of pions that will then decay into 
muons. Pions are generated with a large angular spread, and a large momentum spread as well. 
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Normal conducting RF for capture and 
cooling

• High-gradient cavities in high 
magnetic field 

• High charge, Huge beam size, 
Important beam losses

• Peak RF power 

Cooling Cell Emittance Evolution
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Cooling Cell Scheme

Call: [HORIZON-INFRA-2022-DEV-01] — [Developing the European research infrastructures landscape, maintaining global leadership (2022)] 
 EU Grants: Application form (HE RIA/IA): V1.2 – 25.05.2021 

 
Part B - Page 5 of 45 

The proton complex produces a short, high intensity proton pulse that hits a target and produces pions. The decay 
channel guides the pions and collects the muons produced by their decay into a buncher and phase rotator system to 
form a muon beam. A high muon beam brightness is mandatory to deliver the largest number of particle collisions. 
This implies that a large proton beam power is driven onto the pion production target to make the largest possible 
number of pions and, following decay of the pions, muons. The muon collider design foresees a state-of-the-art 
proton complex, capable of delivering up to 5MW of proton beam power at less than 5 GeV. This parameters are in 
line or only slightly beyond existing or approved pulsed proton driver facilities but crucially, the muon collider 
requires protons to be delivered at the target in an extremely short pulse, around 1 ns long, so that the resultant muon 
beam is also very short and can be subsequently captured in a suitable RF system. Compression of the proton bunch 
in such a short pulse will require an advanced arrangement of RF cavities. The overall efficacy of such a system is 
constrained by the self-repulsion of the protons due to space charge. 

The following cooling section reduces the volume of the resultant muons in position-momentum space, a process 
called ionisation cooling. This process is shown schematically in fig. 3. 

A pair of approximately kilometre-long muon cooling linacs reduce the six-dimensional volume of the positively- 
and negatively-charged muon beams by five orders of magnitude. Within each linac, muons are continuously 
decelerated and re-accelerated to provide the muon cooling. Muon ionisation cooling requires very tight focusing 
and high-gradient RF cavities to reach the lowest emittance. The whole lattice must be extremely compact to properly 
contain the beam. A design for such a lattice was shown by MAP to almost reach the required performance. Since 
the end of MAP, advances have been made in RF and magnet technology that suggest that the lattice design can be 
improved. On the other hand further work must be performed to understand constraints arising from engineering and 
integration challenges, such as the need to maintain a thermal barrier between cryogenic magnets and room 
temperature RF cavities. 

A sequence of a linac and two recirculating linacs receive the cooled muon beams and accelerate them to 60 GeV. 
One or more rings then accelerate the beams to the final energy of 1.5 TeV (ECM of 3 TeV) or 5 TeV (ECM of 10 TeV). 
As the beam is accelerated, the lifetime in the lab frame increases due to relativistic time dilation so later stage 
accelerators have proportionally more time for the acceleration process, making Rapid-Cycling Synchrotrons (RCS) 
a possible option. Fixed-field alternating-gradient accelerators (FFAs) are an interesting alternative that avoids 
pulsing the magnets of a synchrotron. Finally the two single bunch beams of opposite charge are injected at full 

 
Fig. 3: Principle of the Muon Ionisation Cooling 

 
Fig. 2: Layout of the Muon Collider complex as elaborated by the MAP 
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MERIT - CERN
Demonstrated principles of muon accelerator proton targetry/pion 
production

EMMA - STFC Daresbury Laboratory
Demonstrated fast acceleration in FFAGs

MUCOOL - PSI
Cavity R&D for ionisation cooling
Demonstrated operation of cavities at high voltage in magnetic 
field
Breakdown suppression using high pressure gas
Careful RF coupler design and cleaning in vacuum

MICE - Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL)
Ionisation cooling demonstration

Muon Accelerator R&D
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Muon Ionisation Cooling Experiment (MICE)
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Within the two main sections, 6D rectilinear cooling and final cooling there are about 20 
different types of cells with various geometry, length, gradients, magnetic field strength and 
frequency. In order to decide which one is the more interesting to be designed in details, one 
has to look not only at scientific considerations, but also to practical aspects that would 
ensure the maximum result for the investment to be done. 

Ionization Channel Parameters

Lattice of the post-merging section
➢ Cooling cells parameters (updated)

➢ Cooling performance (updated)

The final normalized  εT is 0.136 
mm. (0.28 mm in MAP)

What about the cooling efficiency?
(25.4.2024 by Ruiu Zhu) 
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Looking at what has been above discussed, we may summarize in few points the main 
motivations to design, and in the future build and test a cooling cell:

Full 3D design that includes all the elements that constitutes a complete ionization cooling 
channel and the possibility to integrate them in a compact structure

The number and role of the magnets involved require a thorough study and prototype developments 
looking at the possibilities provided by High Temperature Superconductors (HTS) of the REBCO 
family aiming at the realization of a solenoid generating a field between 5T and 10T on its axis

The function of RF in the ionisation cooling is to transfer longitudinal momentum to muons in 
the fastest possible way. This calls for a design and a set of technological choices that would 
guarantee the highest possible gradient in the conditions and with the constraints so far 
discussed

For what concerns absorbers the best performance would be provided by liquid Hydrogen. There are 
unfortunately a number of drawbacks (the peak of overpressure that may be generated by the energy 
peak deposed by the beam passing inside the liquid, the fact that hydrogen is highly flammable). 
Litium Hydride is also a candidate material but since it is in solid phase and with limited safety 
hazards, it is considered a good choice for the first 3D integration exercise. 

Cooling Cell: design, build and test
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A decision on the type of RF structure that will have to integrated in the cell requires taking into
account a number of parameters that may be summarized as in the following: 

• the RF frequency
• the required real estate gradient of the electric field in a cell vs. the peak gradient achievable 

in the RF structure
• expected breakdown rate and eventual mitigation strategy, especially in the high magnetic 

field and high magnetic gradient they experience
• specific materials and surface treatments for the cavity bodies.
• the type of RF coupling from cell to cell in a RF structure
• the space available to fit ancillaries (e.g. tuners, power couplers, cooling pipes etc…), 

considering the tight interference with the cryomagnetic system
• the available or realistically feasible power sources 

Most of the parameters being used for simulations of the entire cooling section are at the edge or 
beyond the present state-of-the-art, therefore require careful evaluation of the feasibility of the 
corresponding technological solution. 

RF Cavity and RF Structure Design
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RF Frequency

The RF frequencies analyzed so far are the following:

704 MHz (the today reference MC frequency in the design)

805 MHz (the frequency adopted in previous MC RF cells US based researches)

1 GHz (power Klystron available from CLIC drive beam researches ideal for 
RF structures test facility)

3 GHz (a well known reference for S band linacs)

The interest for the 704 MHz frequency is due to the iris radius specification from BD and the 
availability of suitable power sources for RF cell tests. 

The 3 GHz proposal is related to the possibility to design and build a compact RFMTF taking 
advantage from the knowledge available in S band technology and from a wide availability of 
power RF sources.
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Peak Gradient AchievableKilpatrick’s criterion:
an empirical voltage threshold for vacuum sparking  

o Based on the idea that breakdown happens when regular Field
Emission is enhanced by a cascade of secondary electrons
ejected from the surface by ion bombardment.

o Useful for DC and AC voltages

Kilpatrick’s criterion:
an empirical voltage threshold for vacuum sparking  

An expression for the breakdown threshold was
obtained empirically from early experimental
data gathered in the 1950’s:

The expression was reformulated by T. J. Boyd[*]

in 1982 as:

 The threshold voltage varies as the square
root of the applied frequency.

 Kilpatrick already pointed out in this paper
that the threshold could be slightly raised by
processing the electrode surfaces.

[*] T. J. Boyd, Jr. , “Kilpatrick's criterion”, Los Alamos Group AT-1 report AT-1:82-28, February 12, 1982

RF BREAKDOWN STUDIES IN COPPER ELECTRON LINAC STRUCTURES 
J. W. WANG AND G. .4. LOEW 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
Stanford University, Stanford. California 94305 

We note that our experimental points exceed Iiilpatrirk’s predictions 
by a factor of about 8. \I’(: will come bark to discuss this discrepancy 
later in the paper. 

The structures used in the S-band measurements were equipped 
with RF couplers, temperature sensors to measure disk temperature. 
internal probes to measure field emission (FE), glass and copper wim 
dews, external magnet,s, a spectrometer and Faraday rup to measure 
the intensity xnd energy of extracted currents, an x-ray pin-hole ram- 
era. radiation monitors, a TV camera with video recorder to look at 
breakdown sparks, pumps and a residual gas analyzer (RGA). A typi- 
cal setup nsed for the two-cavity n-mode structure is shown in Fig. 2. 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents a summary of RF breakdown-limited electric 
fields observed in experimental linac structures at SLAC and a dis- 
cussion of how these experiments can be interpreted against the back- 
ground of existing, yet incomplete, theories. The motivation of these 
studies, begun in 1984, is to determine the maximum accelerating field 
gradients that might be used safely in fnture e* colliders, to contribute 
to the basic understanding of the RF breakdown mechanism, and to 
discover if a special surface treatment might make it possible to super- 
sede the field limits presently reachable in room temperature copper 
structures. 

2. Experiments and Maximum Field Gradients 

All experiments reported here,’ with the exception of one X-band 
test started in collaboration with LLNL but not yet completed, were 
performed on standing-wave (SW) structures. The S-band exprri- 
lncnts were done on a seven-cavity disk-loaded (2n/3-mode) structurr 
and on a two-cavity nose-cone-shaped (x-mode) structure. powered by 
a klyst.ron opcra.ted up to 47 MW. The C-band and X-band tests, done 
in collaboration with Varian, used nose-cone-shaped half-cavity struc- 
tures povzrcd by -1 MW magnetrons. All measured peak RF input 
powers corresponding to the maximum obtainable breakdown fields 
are summarized iu Table I. The computer program SUPF,RFISII was 
used t,o derive the> relationship between these measured RF power Icv- 
cls and the peak surface fclds given in Table I and plotted in Fig. 1. 
‘l’he predictetl traveling-wave (TW) accelerating fields, also shown in 
‘Table I, were then calculated, assuming a typical SLAC disk-loaded 
structllre with a ratio of peak-surface to average accelerating field of 
1.111. For t,he pulse lengths used in the measurements (~1.5-4 its). 
the obtained brra.kdown-limited copper surface electric field in MV/m 
sr;llcs with frequency roughly as 

E;, - 195[f(GH#” (1) 

‘This approximate relation, which is used to fit only three point> 
obviously subject to experimental errors, is functionally similar to thr 
tratlitional Kilpatrick criterion transcribed here in a somewhat unfx- 
miliar forln: 

E,exp( -.1.25/E~) = 24.7 [f(m)]“* (2) 
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Fig. 1. Peak breakdown surface liclds measured 
as a function of frequency. 

3. Field Emission and RF Breakdown: Theories 
and Observations 

Over the past forty years or so, many theories have been pro- 
posed to explain RF breakdown in the cavities of accelerator strur- 
tures. Combining several of these theories, we believe that the most 
likely model is that RF breakdown occurs when the local field-emitted 
current from a given site causes enough heat dissipation to vaporize a 
small amount of surface material. This material can be either metal 

Table I. Experimel .ally obtained breakdown-limi ed gradients. 

S-band X-band 
Disk-loaded 

llall-ravitv (27i/3-mode) 

C-band 

Half-cavltv 
Disk-loaded Wit b nose cone 
(‘IT/%modci (s-mode) 

.199s 1 9:w:r 1 11.12‘1 l~‘l?:c~“““‘.~. f (1111x) 

‘rut ai length (cm) 

Filling time’ @s) 

Pulse length (HIS) 

Peak power input (11\.\‘) 

1.507 0.806 26.25 

0.17’2 0.082 I 0.028 0.77 1.0 

1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5 

47 10.8 

313 340 

161 175 

-60 -60 

3.5 3.8 I 0.025’ 

0.8 

44 5 

229 

-38 

16.9 

Peak surface field, E, (MV/m) 

Corresponding traveling-wave accelerating fieldt 

Field enhancement factor p (Fowler-Nordheim) 

Peak microscopic field /3E, (GV/m) 1X.8 I 20.4 

“For critical coupling in the case of standing,wave structures. 
tfrcliminary results. limited by available RF power and not by breakdown. 
*Assuming SLAC structure, working in the traveling-wave mode, in which EJ/Earr = 1.94. except for 

X-band disk-loaded TW structure which was built with E,/Eacc = 2.28. 

* LVork supported by the Department of Energy, contract I)E-.4(~03--76SF0()515. 

CH2669-0/89/0000-I 137%01.000 1989 IEEE 

© 1989 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material
for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers

or lists, or to reuse any copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Expected RF Breakdown Rate and Mitigation
Strategy in High Magnetic Fields

High voltage breakdown in both vacuum and gas has been studied extensively. The presence of a multi-
tesla external magnetic field provided a new variable, however. As ionization cooling depends on RF 
cavities operating in such an environment, the performance of said cavities must be understood and 
characterized.
Early experiments focused on 805 MHz vacuum RF cavities. 

  12

Cavity R&D
 Cooling requires strong B-field overlapping RF

 B-field → sparking in RF cavities

 Two technologies have demonstrated mitigation:

High 
Pressure
gas

E-field

Changeable Cu/Be wallsBowring et al, PRAB 23 072001, 2020

Freemire et al, JINST 13 P01029, 2018

facility. The following people have provided valuable
advice and support during the design and execution of
this experimental program: Peter Garbincius, Jim Norem,
and Alvin Tollestrup (Fermilab); Don Hartill (Cornell
University); Dan Kaplan (Illinois Institute of
Technology); Bob Palmer (Brookhaven National Lab);
and Mike Zisman (Lawrence Berkeley National Lab).
Fermilab is operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC
under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S.
Department of Energy. This work was partially supported
by grants from the U.S. Muon Accelerator Program (MAP)
to the Illinois Institute of Technology. This research used
resources of the National Energy Research Scientific
Computing Center, a DOE Office of Science User
Facility supported by the Office of Science of the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-
05CH11231.

APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

The cavity used in this study is an 805 MHz normal-
conducting pillbox cavity, designed specifically to fit inside
the 44-cm-diameter warm bore of the MTA superconduct-
ing solenoid magnet. The cavity was aligned with respect to
the magnet bore such that the applied DC magnetic field
was everywhere parallel to the electric field of the cavity’s
TM010 mode. The magnitude of the magnetic field B⃗
within the cavity volume was uniform to 6.7%, and its
direction was parallel to the cavity’s longitudinal z-axis
with the mean of ð1 − Bz=jB⃗jÞ ¼ 2.6 × 10−4.
Cavity assembly and installation in the solenoid are

illustrated in Figs. 4 and 7. The cavity body is built from
copper. The circular, flat walls (“endplates”) are clamped to
the cavity body with a series of stainless steel fasteners.
Annealed copper gaskets ensure good electrical contact
between the cavity body and endplates, while a Viton
o-ring provides a vacuum seal. This approach ensures

consistent cavity parameters over multiple endplate
mount/dismount cycles (Table II). rf power is coupled to
the cavity via a custom-built narrow, rectangular waveguide
which, outside of the constraints of the solenoid, transitions
to standard WR-975. The waveguide design enables the
cavity to be positioned to ensure the field uniformity
condition described above. The input power coupler was
designed using ACE3P [35], such that the peak surface
electric field on the coupler is approximately five times
smaller than the peak surface electric field on the cavity’s
longitudinal axis. This helps localize breakdown events to
the cavity walls and keeps the input coupler from being a
limiting factor of cavity performance [11].
Endplate surfaces were machined to better than 0.3 μm

surface roughness and then coated with 20–60 nm of
titanium nitride, with post-coating measured surface rough-
ness Ra ¼ 0.29$ 0.02 μm. Experience with the electro-
polishing of 201 MHz copper cavities suggests that
smooth, polished surfaces help to suppress breakdown
rates in ionization cooling channel contexts [22]. More
work is needed in order to better understand the effect of
surface quality on this specific cavity.
Interior cavity surfaces and endplate walls are coated

with ≥ 20 nm of titanium nitride, with the goal of sup-
pressing secondary electron yields. This reduces the risk of
resonant electron loading (multipacting) and associated
gradient limits [36,37].
The cavity is heavily instrumented. 3.38-cm ConFlat

ports on the cavity body are mounting points for two
inductive rf pickup probes used to measure cavity gradient.
Two optically transparent windows are also mounted to the
cavity body in this manner; attaching optical fibers to these
windows allows for the detection of visible light during
breakdown, via coupled photomultiplier tubes. Resistance
temperature detectors (RTDs) are attached at multiple
points around the cavity, in order to continually monitor
the temperature of the cavity body and each endplate at
multiple points. A control loop regulates the temperature of
cooling water circulating in the cavity body and endplates,
maintaining the temperature measured by the RTDs below

FIG. 7. Cavity mounted in MTA solenoid bore. False colors
indicate: cut view of MTA solenoid (red); support rails (silver);
vacuum pumping port (dark green); rf pickup and instrumentation
ports (red).

TABLE II. Operating parameters for the Modular Cavity.
Quoted uncertainty in reported values is the standard deviation
across mount/demount endplate cycles, giving an indication of
repeatability of experimental conditions. The cavity length is
based on a π=2 phase advance for v=c ≈ 0.85 muon beams.

Cu walls Be walls Units

f0 804.5$ 0.1 804.48$ 0.09 MHz
Q0 23500$ 900 16000$ 2000
QL 11100$ 400 8700$ 700
Length 10.44 10.44 cm
Inner radius 14.2 14.2 cm
Base vacuum 10−8 10−8 Torr
Stored energy
at 50 MV=m

20 20 J

D. BOWRING et al. PHYS. REV. ACCEL. BEAMS 23, 072001 (2020)

072001-6

Figure 1: All-Seasons cavity interior (left) and electric field
of the TM010 mode (right), simulated using CST Microwave
Studio. Note the bolts and RF seal region in the left-hand
photo.

A pillbox cavity with grid windows
As discussed above, lowering the density of material in

the path of dark current and/or breakdown arcs may reduce
breakdown probabilities. An implementation of this idea is
to replace solid cavity walls with windows made of metal
grids [10]. Fig. 2 is an illustration of this concept. Water
could circulate in the tubes that compose the gridded window,
further reducing pulsed heating e�ects.

Figure 2: An 805 Mhz pillbox cavity with windows com-
posed of a grid of tubes (left) and electric field of the TM010
mode (right), simulated using SLAC’s ACE3P RF code suite.

This cavity design was tested in three configurations: (a)
two grid windows, one on either side of the cavity; (b) one
grid window opposite one solid copper cavity wall; and (c)
two solid copper walls.

Results from these various cavity runs are summarized in
Fig. 3. RF parameters for these cavities are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: RF parameters for the All-Seasons Cavity (ASC),
the pillbox with grid windows (GW), the same pillbox with
one grid window and one flat Cu wall (CWCU), and the
modular cavity (MC). The modular cavity will be addressed
in more detail below.

Parameter ASC GW GWCU MC
Frequency (MHz) 810.4 801.0 805.3 804.4

Q0/104 2.8 1.44 1.48 2.2

Gap length (cm) 14.5 8.1 8.1 10.4

R/Q (⌦) 220 259 289 233

Figure 3: Peak surface electric field vs. external, applied
B-field for cavity configurations described above. The black
line indicates the threshold for surface fracture from beamlet
heating, as discussed in [4].

ONGOING R&D
Figure 3 shows rough agreement between experimental

results and the model described in [4]. Deviation from the-
ory may be explained by (a) breakdown rates dominated by
high surface E-fields in the coupler region (see Fig. 4); (b)
variable conditioning histories of cavity surfaces between
tests; or (c) a surplus of field emitter sites on unpolished,
machined copper surfaces.

A new cavity was designed and built with the goal of
greater experimental flexibility and improved control over
these systematic error sources. The flat walls of the cavity
are clamped into place and RF contact is made via a Cu gas-
ket. This allows the walls to be easily removed for inspection
or reconditioning of cavity surfaces. The wall material can
also be changed, allowing for direct comparisons between
cavity wall materials (e.g. Cu vs Be). Accordingly, this
structure is referred to as the “modular cavity”. RF prop-
erties of this cavity are listed in Table 1. The cavity walls
have been chemically polished to reduce the density of field
emitter sites. Preliminary measurements on a 201 MHz cav-
ity in the MTA indicate that SRF-style surface preparation
best practices facilitate rapid commissioning with few or no
sparks [11].

Surface electric fields in the coupler region are � 5 times
smaller than the on-axis field of the TM010 mode, with the
goal of reducing breakdown probability in the coupler region.
Figure 4 compares this design with the couplers of the other
two cavities discussed in this paper. The coupler shape was
optimized to minimize resonant electron trajectories across
a range of magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. 5. This design
and optimization work was performed using the ACE3P RF
simulation code suite [12].

In addition to conventional cavity instrumentation (vac-
uum gauges, thermometry, etc.) the cavity is equipped with:
optical fibers to transmit light from breakdown events and
their precursors for spark detection and spectroscopy; NaI
crystal detectors, scintillators, and a Faraday cup to monitor
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RF E-field in High Magnetic Gradients
A model to explain breakdown of RF cavities in external magnetic fields was proposed. 
In this model, the magnetic field focuses field emission electrons along trajectories with 
radii determined by the strength of the magnetic field. These "beamlets" of electrons 
impact the opposite surface of the cavity, depositing their energy. The surface heats 
after repeated bombardment, becoming damaged and creating new sources of field 
emission. This limits the achievable electric field. The stronger the magnetic field, the 
more focused the beamlets become, depositing energy in a smaller volume and more 
quickly leading to damage on the surface of the cavity. 

Figure 2: Simulation of the trajectories of field emission electrons as a function of magnetic field in an 805 MHz vacuum
pillbox cavity from Ref. [6]. Phases of emitted electrons relative to the peak of the electric field are shown.

Figure 3: Maximum accelerating gradient as a function of
external magnetic field from Ref. [2]. The data were col-
lected with an 805 MHz vacuum pillbox cavity. Data for
both the configuration of flat copper plates and a molybde-
num electrode placed on the cavity axis are shown.

netic field focuses field emission electrons along trajectories
with radii determined by the strength of the magnetic field.
These "beamlets" of electrons impact the opposite surface
of the cavity, depositing their energy. The surface heats af-
ter repeated bombardment, becomingdamaged and creating
new sources of field emission. This limits the achievable
electric field. The stronger the magnetic field, the more fo-
cused the beamlets become, depositing energy in a smaller
volume and more quickly leading to damage on the surface
of the cavity. Figure 2 shows a simulation of how an exter-
nal magnetic field affects the trajectories of electrons emit-
ted from a location on one surface of an RF cavity.

GAS FILLED CAVITIES

It was suggested that filling an RF cavity with a high
pressure gas would both prevent high voltage breakdown
and provide an absorbing material [7]. Field emission elec-
trons lose energy through collisions with gas molecules,
regardless of the presence of an external magnetic field.
The denser the gas, the more quickly energy is lost. The
physics of gas breakdown still applies, and once electrons
gain enough energy to ionize the gas, an electron cascade
will take place, shorting the cavity.

In addition to pushing the breakdown limit higher, the
gas can act as a cooling medium for the beam. Hydrogen
provides an ideal stopping power and radiation length for

ionization cooling. Experiments on both gas species and
metallic material were performed. The results are shown in
Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4: Maximum electric field as a function of gas pres-
sure from Ref. [8]. Different gas species and dopants are
shown for this 805 MHz pillbox cavity. A copper electrode
was placed on the cavity axis to localize breakdown.

Figure 5: Maximum electric field as a function of gas
pressure from Ref. [9]. Different material electrodes were
placed on the cavity axis. This 805 MHz pillbox cavity was
filled with hydrogen gas.

There was little difference in the breakdown gradient us-
ing molybdenum electrodes in hydrogen gas between no ex-
ternal magnetic field and a 3 T field. This provided the first
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E-field in High Magnetic Gradients

Why we are proposing to carry out tests in a 
DC based environment ?

• Simple setup with respect to a RF based 
one

• Tests faster and more flexible
• Study on materials and surface treatments
• Additional input for further RF based 

experimental campaigns
• Field levels of the order of 100 MV/m (over 

max. 0.1 mm gp)
• Energy similar to the one involved in RF
• UHV conditions
• BD initial phenomena very similar

We already have a possible setup (magnet @ 1 T 
with a 120 mm bore and HV power supplies, 
radiation detectors, experience on data and image 
acquisition and competence in material treatments )

1. study of innovative materials to create electrodes 
to be tested with a high DC static field in the 
presence of a magnetic field of at least 1 T or 
higher

2. study of surface finishing, coating and cleaning 
techniques for the above materials

3. DC high static field test in the presence of a 
magnetic field of at least 1 T or higher
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E-field in High Magnetic Gradients

The PVX-4110 pulse generator is a direct coupled, air 
cooled, solid state half-bridge (totem pole) design, 
offering equally fast pulse rise and fall times, low power 
dissipation, and virtually no over-shoot, undershoot or 
ringing. It has overcurrent detection and shutdown 
circuitry to protect the pulse generator from potential 
damage due to arcs and shorts in the load or 
interconnect cable.

Suitable to test different materials, surface finishing and 
treatments up to 50 MV/m
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Test Stand Proposals: CEA

Miniboth (FPC test room)

Thales 2182A
 1.6 M

W
 peak
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Test Stand Proposals: CEA

CPI VKP7952A 1.2 MW peak

Thales 2182A 1.6 MW peak

Klystrons (f=704 
MHz)

Magnet
(MICE 4T)

Already exists

To build: requires 3 
MEuro

2.8 MW

pulse 
compresso
r

magi
c tee

6m
+4
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Test Stand Proposals: UK

• Radiation test bunker complete and handed over
• Have taken shipment of an 8 MW S-band klystron and 

modulator on loan from CERN.
• Circulator also on site, awaiting some waveguide. 

System should be operating by summer 2024
• Investigating the possibility of a SC magnet to do muon 

collider relevant research on breakdown in high 
magnetic fields
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A 3 GHz Proposal for a INFN LASA Test Facility

364 mm

140 mm

68 mm
170 mm
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A 3 GHz Proposal for a INFN LASA Test Facility

We considered a RF Duty Factor DF = 5e-4 (tpulse = 5 µs, rep. rate = 100 Hz) → Pavg = 150 W

ΔT ~ 0.5 °C on cavity volume
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RF cell @704 MHz and 3 cells RF preliminary structure5 Lacc = 180 mm

Figure 4: Section of the cavity with Lacc = 180 mm

Table 4: Geometric parameters for Lacc = 180 mm

param. value (mm)

Rc 85

Ri 60

Rv 181.35
a 5

b 11

Table 5: Ein = 37.8 J

Descrp. Param. Unit INFN

Transit Time T 0.67

Aver. Nom. gradient E0 MV/m 43.9

Accelerating gradient Eacc MV/m 29.4

Quality Factor (eig.) Q 40600

E↵ect. Shunt Impedance R M⌦ 6.81

E↵ective R over Q R/Q ⌦ 167.66

Dissipated power Pdiss MW 4.12

Figure 5: Electric field along axis for Lacc = 180 mm.
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Figure 6: Geometric parameters.
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WR windows radius,

R cavity radius,

a, b, Major and Minor Axes of the Ellipse

Wt window thickness.

R > WR + a+ CR

Derived: CR = Lacc/2� b, Cy = R� CR.

6 3-cell – Preliminary design

Figure 7: 3-cell coupled cavity (driven)
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Figure 8: 3-cell coupled cavity (driven)

Figure 9: Electric field evaluated in the 3-cell coupled cavity (driven)
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A 1 GHz Design
The availability of a high power Klystron from CLIC drive beam related activities recently 
suggested to perform a study of 1 GHz cavities powered by such a tube. The power 
available from this Klystron would be ideal to test a full RF structure.

The picture below shows the results obtained in preliminary computations with related 
set of parameters. 

E-field
Epeak=49,80MV/m

H-field
Hpeak = 83kA/m
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A 1 GHz Design
A couple of possible geometries have been 
investigated so far.

The first one foreseen a design similar to the 3 
GHz INFN proposal. The transverse size is of the 
order of 310 mm (with respect to the 395 mm  of 
a 704 MHz design).

Description Parameter units Design
Cavity Length Lacc mm 97
Bore radius Ri mm 45
Radius cav Rc mm 44.49
Half cavity  height Rv mm 125.2
Ellipse par1 a mm 3.52
Ellipse par2 b mm 7.74 Description Parameter units Desig

n
Freq. f GHz 1
Transit time T 0.794
Aver. Nom. grad Eo MV/m 44
Accelerating grad Eacc MV/m 34.94
Quality Factor Q 2.67e4
Shunt imped. Rsh MOhm 4.94
R over Q Rsh/Q Ohm 185.39

Dissipated power 
in the cavity

Pdiss MW 2.25 

The second is devoted to the possibility to 
insert the RF cell structure along with the 
power coupler from an eventually available 
slot in the lateral structure of the solenoid. 
The longitudinal space required by the cell 
(and other services as cooling water and 
spark diagnostics) is at least of 140 mm and 
the height of the power coupler structure (a 
WR975 waveguide tapered in a suitable 
way) is of the order of 440 mm since the 
outside side of the cavity (310 mm).
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Realistically feasible power sources 

LHC

LHC
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ee

CLIC, Muon_C

ILC
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SACLA

SLAC

CLIC’k

SLAC-BF

Industrial/Medical
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e-rings
injectors

IOT
single beam

SSA 
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(oscillator)

Frequency, GHz
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electron & proton rings
SC e/p Linacs

electron Linacs
high intensity high gradient

Klystrons
Pulsed
Continuous Wave

MBK

FNAL

Tetrode

KEK

NLC

J-PARC

ESS

CEPC

The klystron is a key element of 
almost all particle accelerators.

Muon 
Collider

G. Burt
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Realistically feasible power sources 

What is available now at MC frequencies ?

ESS have 

2.9 MW klystrons at 352 MHz

1.5 MW klystrons at 704 MHz CPI VKP-8292A and
Canon E37504

G. Burt
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Realistically feasible power sources 
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MuCol requirements

Operational

Developmental

While tubes >24 MW exist they are all 
above 3 GHz

There are 10-20 MW tubes developed 
for CLIC drive beam and ILC at 1-1.3 
GHz

Nothing of this power exists at 325 or 
650 MHz

Issue is typically that to get high power 
means high voltage which makes the 
tubes longer
For scaling at low frequency this used 
to not be feasible as length is inversely 
proportional to frequency for constant 
beamG. Burt
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Conclusions

• RF studies related to the ionizing cooling channel for a MC are an 
exciting field of research with possible positive effects on other areas

• Valuable progresses have been reached in RF cells and structures for 
the MC

• Experimental activities are starting using partially available equipment

• Design of more complex test stand for full power experiments at 
different frequencies and in high peak magnetic fields are in progress
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Thanks for your attention !


